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Copper-Based Pulsed Dipolar ESR Spectroscopy as a Probe of Protein
Conformation Linked to Disease States
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ABSTRACT We demonstrate the ability of pulsed dipolar electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy (PDS) to report on the
conformation of Cu-Zn superoxide dismutase (SOD1) through the sensitive measurement of dipolar interactions between
inherent Cu2þ ions. Although the extent and the anisotropy of the Cu ESR spectrum provides challenges for PDS, Ku-band
(17.3 GHz) double electron-electron resonance and double-quantum coherence variants of PDS coupled with distance recon-
struction methods recover Cu-Cu distances in good agreement with crystal structures. Moreover, Cu-PDS measurements
expose distinct differences between the conformational properties of wild-type SOD1 and a single-residue variant (I149T)
that leads to the disease amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). The I149T protein displays a broader Cu-Cu distance distribution
within the SOD1 dimer compared to wild-type. In a nitroxide (NO)-labeled sample, distance distributions obtained from Cu-Cu,
Cu-NO, and NO-NO separations reveal increased structural heterogeneity within the protein and a tendency for mutant dimers to
associate. In contrast, perturbations caused by the ALS mutation are completely masked in the crystal structure of I149T. Thus,
PDS readily detects alterations in metalloenzyme solution properties not easily deciphered by other methods and in doing so
supports the notion that increased range of motion and associations of SOD1 ALS variants contribute to disease progression.
INTRODUCTION
Only a few biophysical methods provide high-resolution
long-range distance restraints for proteins in solution (1–4).
One such technique is pulsed dipolar electron spin resonance
(ESR) spectroscopy (PDS) (5–7), which when coupled with
nitroxide (NO) radical spin labeling (8), can measure dis-
tances to within one Å accuracy and yield distance distribu-
tions within and between proteins that range up to 90 Å.
However, despite the many advantages of PDS, nitroxide
labels have certain limitations: their flexibility reduces effec-
tive distance resolution due to uncertainty in the positions of
backbone atoms; their placement may perturb structure and/
or function; multiple labels cannot be distinguished from
each other (based, for example, on a difference in g-values);
high labeling efficiency is necessary; and use is limited to
environmentswhere labels are stable; this usually necessitates
biochemical reconstitution. Cu2þ ions offer an alternative
spin probe (9) that for Cu-metalloproteins requires no pertur-
bationof the sample (10).Moreover,whenCu2þ andnitroxide
labels are combined in a single sample, triangulation of dis-
tance restraints (11,12) can provide a more global view of
structure and dynamics (13). Here, we apply Cu-PDS to the
enzyme Cu-Zn superoxide dismutase (SOD1, Fig. S1 in the
Supporting Material) and demonstrate its ability to reveal
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aberrant conformational properties of SOD1 mutants linked
to the disease amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). These dif-
ferences are notwell discriminated by othermethods and their
consequences speak to the mechanism of ALS.

Whereasmainstream use of PDS is based on nitroxide spin
labels, recent work has shown the ability of PDS to provide
distance distributions for separations between paramagnetic
metal centers in peptides and proteins (13–18). PDS ismainly
represented by double electron-electron resonance (DEER,
aka PELDOR) and double-quantum coherence (DQC),
with DEER currently implemented over a wide range of mi-
crowave frequencies (from cm to mm waves). Saxena et al.
have developed techniques to measure Cu-Cu and Cu-nitro-
xide distanceswithDEER (17) and variants (13,15–17) of the
generic DQC method (7,19,20) in both synthetic peptides
(13,15,17), and proteins (17). In other studies, DEER was
also used to determine distances between the Type 1 and 2
Cu centers of nitrite reductase (10). Similarly, DEER has
been applied to Fe3þ andMo4þ systems (14), andGd3þ labels
are increasingly employed in DEERmeasurements conduct-
ed at mm-wave frequencies (21–23). Here, we apply both
DEER andDQCPDS experiments (see the SupportingMate-
rial) to characterize structural heterogeneity in the protein
subunits of SOD1. DEER and DQC provide similar distance
data when implemented in their most common 4-pulse and
6-pulse sequences, respectively (Fig. S2); although other
variants have been developed (24–27). DEER provides an
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advantage for spin probes with widely separated ESR spectra
and good isolation from nuclear coherence effects, whereas
DQC has a wider distance range and often yields greater
sensitivity. Our use of intense pulses with proportionally
wide spectral excitation of ~40 G or more significantly in-
creases signal/noise ratio (SNR) for these Cu2þ studies (cf.
Supporting Material).

SOD1 is a 32 kDa homodimer, with one Cu2þ ion tightly
bound in each monomer (Fig. 1). The Cu2þ centers are 32 Å
apart, which is well within the 10–90 Å range of PDS
(Fig. 1, Fig. S1). Over 150 mutants of SOD1 have been
implicated in the familial form of ALS (fALS), a late-onset
terminal neurodegenerative disease (28). The connection
between the SOD1 mutations and fALS is unclear because
the mutant proteins have very similar x-ray crystal structures
(29,30) and enzymatic activities (31) when compared to
wild-type (WT) SOD1. Decreases in thermal stability versus
unfolding have been observed in ALS mutants (32), and
recently, dimer destabilization leading to aggregation has
been proposed as a potential mechanism of disease progres-
sion (33–36). Here, we apply Cu-PDS to probe the structural
properties of the fALS SOD1 variant I149T, which we find
has one of the most aberrant Cu-Cu interactions of several
fALS variants tested.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Protein expression and purification

Human SOD1 DNA in the pET28b expression vector was provided by the

Getzoff lab at The Scripps Research Institute. Mutations were made using

the QuikChange method (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA). Proteins were ex-

pressed in Escherichia coli BL21-DE3 cells. Cells were grown at 37�C until

they reached an OD600 of 0.75, at which point they were induced with

0.3 mM IPTG and 0.25 mM CuSO4. Additional growth for 18 h at 25�C
was followed by cell harvesting under centrifugation. Cells were lysed by

sonication, insoluble debris was pelleted by centrifugation, and the super-

natant was run over a nickel immobilized metal ion affinity chromatog-

raphy column. After elution with excess imidazole (200 mM), the His-tag

was cleaved with an overnight thrombin digest of 400 mg at room temper-

ature. SOD1 was further purified on a Superdex 75 (Pharmacia/Pfizer,

New York, NY) size-exclusion column. Exogenous metal was removed us-

ing EDTA at low pH as previously described (37) and copper and zinc were

reconstituted by direct addition of 1–20 mM ZnSO4 (equimolar with pro-

tein) at 4�C overnight followed by the same concentration of CuSO4 at

4�C for 4 h. The protein was then concentrated to 350 mM. Spin labeling

of Cys variants with (1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetamethylpyrroline-3-methyl)-metha-
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nethiossulfonate (MTSSL) was carried out on these purified, metallated

samples, as previously described (38).

Upon purification, the metal content of the fALS variants (I149T, H48Q)

was shown by inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (University

of Georgia, Department of Biochemistry (39)) not to vary significantly

compared to that of the WT (all samples had 71–83% Cu2þ loading). Uni-

form metal content among the samples was also supported by only modest

variations in ESR CW spectra and DEER echo modulation depth, the latter

of which may in part be due to minor orientational effects (see the Support-

ing Material).
Crystallization, x-ray diffraction data collection
and structure solution

Crystals were grown by vapor diffusion with the hanging drop method. The

well solution consisted of 100 mM NaCl, 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.6, 2.8 M

(NH4)2SO4 and a protein concentration of 10 mg/mL in 2.25 mM potassium

phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 and 160 mM NaCl. Crystals were soaked in a

solution of 25% glycerol in mother liquor before flash-cooling in the cryo-

stream. Data were collected at 100 K using 0.979 Å x-ray radiation at beam-

line A1 at the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS).

Data were reduced and scaled using HKL2000 (40). Initial phases were

determined by molecular replacement in AutoMR (Phenix) (41) using

WT SOD1 (PDB ID 2V0A (42)) as a model. Further refinement was carried

out with XFIT (43), CNS (44), and Phenix (45) (Table S1). For comparing

Cu ion positions in the WT and I149T SOD1, diffraction data were down-

loaded from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) and then limited to the same res-

olution as I149T. Cu ions were than randomly moved 0.5–1.0 Å and the

structures refined in Phenix by conjugate gradient minimization. No re-

straints were placed on metal ion ligands. Variances of the Cu-Cu inter-

dimer separations were calculated from the five unique SOD dimers in

each asymmetric unit.
Pulsed ESR measurements

The 4-pulseDEERand the 6-pulseDQCPDSpulse sequences (Fig. S2)were

used to measure distances between unpaired electron spins of catalytic Cu2þ

ions in SOD1 and fALS mutants. DEER was also applied to measure dis-

tances between Cu2þ ions and MTSSL spin labels (R1) introduced at site

V94, mutated to cysteine, as well as between the NO groups of R1 nitroxide

side chains. Cu-Cu DEER experiments were conducted by flipping Cu spins

and observing echo modulation at the field positions well outside of the

nitroxide spectrum (Fig. S3). The field positions of pump and detection

pulses, located at the Cu2þ gy maximum (~5900–6000 G), were typically

separated by 60G. Experiments where pulse and pump positions were swap-

ped and shifted by ~200G toward theNO spectrum in Cu-NOmeasurements

produced no detectable difference in DEER modulation. NO-NO interac-

tions were determined by confining both frequencies to the nitroxide

spectrum (at ~6200 G, Fig. S3) where Cu2þ absorption is low and will not

contribute > ~1% to the deep (~50%) modulation of DEER signal when
FIGURE 1 Cu2þ-Cu2þ separation in the SOD1

dimer detected by PDS. The I149T structure (yel-

low) is nearly identical to that of WT (blue). Inset:

superposition of residue 149 with 2.38 Å resolution

Fo-Fc omit electron density (3s for Thr-149).
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NO is pumped. Cu-NO interactionsweremeasured by pumping the nitroxide

spins between the pump and detection frequencies of the NO-NO case and

detecting the Cu well outside of the NO envelope (Fig. S3). DQC experi-

ments were carried out at the Cu spectrummaximum in the gy region. In gen-

eral, the DQC method can easily circumvent the minimal 20 Å limit of

standard DEER, as well as provide increased SNR. See the Supporting Ma-

terial for more details on PDS implementation and results.
Multiangle light scattering coupled to
size-exclusion chromatography (SEC)

SEC coupled with multiangle light scattering (MALS) was used to study the

molar mass of WT SOD1 and the I149T mutant. Proteins (1–5 mg/mL)

were run at room temperature on an SEC column (WTC050N5 -Wyatt) pre-

equilibrated with 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl buffer. Analysis

and molecular weight determination was carried out with Wyatt technolo-

gies ASTRA. Bovine serum albumin (Sigma) was used as a control for

data quality.
FIGURE 2 (A) Distance distributions for separation between Cu2þ cen-

ters of SOD1 WT and I149T variant. (B) Distance distributions for WT

SOD1 and 3 fALS mutants at 350mM. The I149T P(r) is multiplied by 4

to aid comparison.
RESULTS

Human SOD1 and fALS variants in the background of the
stabilizing mutations C6A and C111S (46), (47) were ex-
pressed in E. coli cells and purified as described above.
The C6A and C111S substitutions aid expression, but do
not effect SOD1 structure, activity (46), (47) or PDS sig-
nals, and are henceforth referred to as WT (Supplemental
Sec. A, Fig. S1). The resulting time-domain DEER traces
of SOD1 (Fig. S4, Fig. S5) revealed sufficiently deep
DEER modulation (6–10%) with pronounced oscillations,
characteristic of a single dominant dipolar interaction
well within the optimal DEER distance range (Fig. 2). Ti-
khonov regularization (48) and the maximum entropy
method (49) produced a distance distribution function that
peaks sharply at 32 Å, the Cu-Cu separation in the SOD1
dimer (Fig. 2 A). The standard orientation-free kernel was
effective in reconstruction, despite substantial anisotropy
of the SOD1 ESR spectrum (50) (see Supplemental Sec.
B3 in the Supporting Material). DQC produced similar re-
sults compared to DEER, but after just an hour of data aver-
aging (Fig. S6).

PDS measurements on fALS mutants H48Q and I149T
produced Cu-Cu distance distributions decidedly different
from WT (Fig. 2). H48Q substitutes a copper ligand in
the active center and hence was expected to perturb the
Cu-Cu separation (Fig. S1, Fig. S5). Indeed, the Cu-Cu
distribution from H48Q is widened and peaks at ~34 Å
(Fig. 2 B). Remarkably, I149T, a substitution remote
from the active center, shows a distribution that is severely
broadened compared to WT (Fig. 2). Such behavior could
arise from increased conformational variation within the
protein itself, relocating the copper coordination site by
~1–2 Å.

To further investigate the conformational properties of the
I149T variant, we crystallized the protein and determined its
structure to 2.4 Å resolution (Fig. 1, Table S1; PDB acces-
sion code 4OH2). The crystallographic electron density
clearly reflects loss of the Ile-149 Cd1 atom (Fig. 1), but
otherwise, the I149T structure shows very little change
compared to that of the WT. The 149 residue lies at the pe-
riphery of the dimer interface and the side chain faces into
the hydrophobic core of the subunit b-barrel. The Ile/
Thr substitution produces no change in b-sheet conforma-
tion or subunit association that can be observed among the
five unique dimers of the crystal structure. Comparison of
the Cu-Cu distances in the I149T and WT structures (deter-
mined from refinement at equivalent resolutions) shows a
slightly broader distribution for the mutant dimers (s ¼
0.07 vs. 0.02 Å), but the overall widening is extremely small
(and likely insignificant) compared to that observed in the
Cu-PDS experiment (FWHM ¼ 5.3 vs. 1.8 Å). Note that
the increased width in the distance distribution cannot be
reasonably attributed to orientational correlation effects
that differ in I149T (cf. Supplemental Sec. B3 in the Sup-
porting Material).

To further investigate the source of the broad Cu-Cu dis-
tribution in the noncrystalline state of the I149T variant, we
labeled the SOD1 dimer with a nitroxide at position V94 by
mutating the residue to Cys and reacting it with methane-
thiosulfonate spin label to yield the spin-bearing side chain,
commonly known as R1. The 94 position, which resides at
Biophysical Journal 107(7) 1669–1674
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an exposed b-turn, was chosen as a site that would generate
unique Cu-NO, Cu-Cu, and NO-NO distances, but whose
labeling would not interfere with dimerization or metal
binding.

The combined set of three measurements for Cu and
NO sites obtained from the V94R1 protein show four
distinct distances that match very well with the expecta-
tions from the crystal structure (Fig. 3). However, the dis-
tance distributions derived from the I149T:V94R1 DEER
FIGURE 3 Cu-NO PDS experiment reveals conformational differences

of the I149T variant. (A) Distances based on the I149T crystal structure

(modeled nitroxides shown in red). (B) Cu-Cu, (C) Cu-NO, and (D) NO-

NO distance distributions from WT (C6A:V94C:C111S) and with addition

of I149T shown with colored arrows designating separations in (A). Short

distances can be explained by dimer association (blue). The I149T trace

in (C) has been multiplied by 3 to aid comparison. Sharp 23 Å peak in

NO-NO WT due to D2O modulation is not present in protiated buffer.

WT measurements were made at 150 mM, I149T at 350 mM.
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data are much broader with all three types of spin interac-
tions than those derived from V94R1 alone (Fig. 3). Thus,
the I149T dimer is structurally heterogeneous and this
likely reflects increased protein dynamics in the subunits,
perhaps further superimposed on subunit rearrangements
about the dimer interface. Indeed, the 24 Å intrasubunit
Cu-NO separation in I149T is greatly diminished and
merged with the longer Cu-NO intersubunit separation
(Fig. 3 C). The small chemical change caused by the mu-
tation (Fig. 1) thus increases the amplitude (and/or nature)
of structural fluctuations within the entire protein, which
nonetheless still center on the WT conformation. Crystal-
lization of I149T must mask this behavior by stabilizing
the WT state and damping any deviations from it. A
similar pattern of behavior was recently reported for a
membrane protein (51,52), for which a wide range of
structural states were sampled by DEER but only two
distinct states were captured by x-ray crystallography.

Of importance, new short distances appear for I149T
in both the Cu-Cu and NO-NO data (Figs. S7–S9), a fact
that can only be explained by higher order associations of
SOD1 dimers (Fig. 3). In particular, the strong ~25 Å NO-
NO signal requires an association of SOD1 subunits through
an interface distinct from that of the WT SOD1 dimer. Dif-
ferences in the high SNR time-domain data between WT
and I149T are also in full support of this interpretation
(Figs. S7–S9). Although short distance components indica-
tive of aggregation clearly manifest in both I149T and
I149T:V94R1, they are more pronounced when the spin la-
bel is present. Thus, V94R1 further destabilizes the I149T
variant (Fig. S10), even though V94R1 alone produces no
conformational destabilization or aggregation (Fig. 3 and
Fig. S9). Aggregation of I149T is also supported by the
increase in DEER modulation depth in all cases (cf. Figs.
S7–S9 in Supporting Material) and by MALS experiments
that show a concentration-dependent increase in the average
molecular weight of the I149T variant, in contrast to the
WT, which remains at the dimeric molecular weight over
the same concentration range (Fig. S11). Hence, at least
this particular ALS mutation appears to promote increased
oligomerization of the protein. The plausibility of a tetra-
meric state containing short spin separations is supported
by a dimer-to-dimer contact in the I149T crystal structure
that produces close Cu-Cu and NO-NO separations consis-
tent with those observed by PDS (Fig. S12, Fig. S13). Due
to the moderate intensity of the component derived from
a dimer-of-dimers, even less probable, higher order aggre-
gates are not expected to significantly change the signal.
Indeed, a long-distance component in the range of the
SOD1 dimer size (~60 Å), which would result from abun-
dant multimeric aggregates, was not observed. However,
characterization of large protein aggregates currently pre-
sents a difficult task for PDS and is often only evident by
an increase in the baseline slope (7,38). This issue could
be explored further in the future.
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DISCUSSION

The Cu-PDS experiments on SOD1 I149T indicate that the
disease-causing residue substitution increases conforma-
tional heterogeneity in the overall protein fold. These data
along withMALS experiments further show that the increase
in heterogeneity leads to aggregation. Previous studies on the
solution properties of SOD1 fALS mutants demonstrated
that the residue substitutions caused local destabilization
(53) or produced metal loss, but that such changes were
only detected in denaturing conditions (54,55). An exception
is an ALS mutational site in contact with I149 (I113T). The
I113T substitution also did not affect the SOD1 crystal struc-
ture, yet the solution structure was considerably altered, as
judged by small-angle x-ray scattering (30). Our method is
the first, to our knowledge, to reveal structurally defined
conformational differences between WT SOD and an ALS
mutant that promote aggregation under native solution con-
ditions. We have found that substitutions at the G93 position
of SOD1 (a hot spot for fALS mutations) also give perturbed
Cu-Cu PDS spectra, albeit to a lesser extent than I149T
(Fig. 2 and Fig. S5). Thus, an altered Cu-Cu PDS distribu-
tion, which appears as a consistent feature of fALS variants
tested thus far, may prove a useful diagnostic tool for iden-
tifying mutations in SOD1 that lead to ALS. In conclusion,
Cu-PDS, when combined with orthogonal (e.g., nitroxide)
labeling, enables a straightforward assessment of metallo-
protein conformation and association state relative to the
active center metal ions. This information fills an important
gap between low-resolution methods such as electron micro-
scopy, small-angle x-ray scattering, fluorescence resonance
energy transfer, and high-resolution techniques such as
NMR and x-ray crystallography.
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